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Knowledge Discovery in Data (KDD) is a well-established interdisciplinary field in
the crossroads of statistics, operational research, machine learning and database
management, with great applications in several fields, such as decision making and
optimisation. Raw datasets complexity and volume ask for robust pre-processing
techniques, high-quality analysis relies on sophisticated, high-performance DMKD
techniques, algorithms and infrastructures, while efficient post-processing of data mining
results is also an emerging request. EURO conference is the leading European event of
researchers and professionals in Operational Research. EURO XXII was held in Prague,
Czech Republic, during 8–11 July, 2007, and within its fascinating technical program,
the guest editors of this special issue organised the “Data mining and knowledge
discovery” stream.
The original call for papers for DMKD stream attracted 18 submissions, out of which
14 were selected to be presented in Prague. Then, the authors of selected submissions
were invited to submit full papers in order to be considered for publication in this special
issue after a blind review process. A number of 11 submissions were received and
reviewed by at least two reviewers each. The outcome is the current special issue
consisting of six papers, which results in a 33.3% acceptance ratio if we consider the
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full procedure, from the original EURO/DMKD submissions to the accepted IJBIDM
papers.
The paper titled ‘Internal quality measures for clustering in metric spaces’, by
Q.H. Nguyen and V.J. Rayward-Smith, reviews clustering in metric spaces and evaluates
fitness measures for measuring cluster quality. The paper titled ‘A stochastic nature
inspired metaheuristic for clustering analysis’ by Y. Marinakis, M. Marinaki, and
N. Matsatsinis, presents a stochastic solution in the data clustering problem based on
optimisation techniques. The paper titled ‘Fuzzy clustering of intuitionistic fuzzy data’
by N. Pelekis, D.K. Iakovidis, E.E. Kotsifakos, and I. Kopanakis, proposes a novel
fuzzy clustering scheme based on intuitionistic fuzzy set theory and applied on
cultural image databases. Moving to geographical applications, the paper titled
‘Efficient clustering technique for regionalisation of a spatial database’ by L.K. Sharma,
S. Scheider, W. Kloesgen, and O.P. Vyas, tackles the problem of regionalisation by
efficiently clustering spatial objects, while the paper titled ‘Traffic mining in a
road-network: How does the traffic flow?’ by I. Ntoutsi, N. Mitsou, and G. Marketos,
analyses traffic in urban areas by overlaying sensor data over a graph representation of
the underlying road network. Finally, the paper titled ‘Improving the accuracy of
continuous aggregates and mining queries on data streams under load shedding’
by Y-N. Law and C. Zaniolo, discusses uncertainty introduced by sampling in streaming
data and introduces an error model that enhances the quality of query answers.

